Introduction
ICF is developed as a generic system for classification of function. The ICF framework is often used to describe functional capacity of the low back patient (LBP) referred for rehabilitation but the score describing the level of capacity for the individual patient is not used in daily practice. The purpose of the presented study was to implement and validate the core set for LBP used as a framework for reporting information and to evaluate whether information reported in self-administered questionnaires (PRMOs) can be used to fill in parts of the ICF.
Patients and Methods
LBP referred to the University Hospital, Aarhus, Denmark, for further diagnostic procedures were included in the cohort. Overall, 80 patients were described according to the framework of ICF and scored according to the LBP brief core set. 1 Of the whole group, 28 (35%) were referred to a rehabilitation center. At inclusion and at the rehabilitation center, the team treating the patient did the ICF scoring at inclusion and at 4 weeks' follow-up. In addition, the patients filled in questionnaires; Roland Morris and SF-36. The correlation between the registration in the context of ICF at one side and RM/SF-36 at the other was estimated to validate whether a self-administered questionnaire is as valid to describe functional capacity as an interview by the treating physician.
Results
The functional capacity evaluated by the treating team at first gradient for each of 35 domains in ICF correlated with information obtained from the self-administered questionnaires RM and SF-36. Valid information can be translated from RM and SF-36 and the time used to complete the ICF form can be reduced. A dynamic model describing the functional capacity of the individual patient in the terms of ICF filled in by self-administered questionnaires will be demonstrated and the need of supplementary information obtained by interview will be highlighted.
Conclusion
ICF can be used as a framework for information used in a rehabilitation program. The corset has to be defined in detail, as well as the approach to the scoring system, before the information given is reliable as well as clinical important in any clinical setting. PROMs can be used to fill in part of the ICF core set. A dynamic database is a valuable tool facilitating the reporting process.
